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Abstract
Framed through the discourses of digital governance and dynamic data display, this study
aims to assess the current forms of Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA) dissemination
and display throughout England. With an increasing interest in data visualisation techniques
within Public Health literature, the JSNA serves to demonstrate engagement with the key
tenets of Gov 2.0 and Health 2.0. Through a survey of 50 JSNAs and in-depth analysis of 6
local authorities, contemporary displays of JSNAs are analysed and the contributory factors
are understood and situated within organisational and political contexts. The results make
the case for a shift in the way Public Health practitioners are disseminating JSNA data in an
effort to meet the needs of multiple stakeholders. Dynamic reporting through data
visualisation software allows for greater data engagement and provides a stronger evidence
base for commissioning decisions. With further funding cuts to Public Health budgets
imminent, a dynamic JSNA serves to supply the evidence needed in a cost-efficient and
effective manner.
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1. Introduction
Formalised in its current manifestation by the Health and Social Care Act 2012, the Joint
Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA) sits at the heart of local health commissioning in England
by assessing the health needs of the local population and underpinning the health and
wellbeing strategy. “A good quality JSNA has the potential to drive improvements, highlight
health inequalities and closely inform commissioning” (NHS Confederation, 2011, p. 2).
Whilst the JSNA is a statutory requirement for all health and wellbeing boards, the exact
contents and display of the JSNA is developed in accordance with the needs of the area, in a
bid to “put localism into action” (Department of Health, 2011, p. 5). This study aims to review
the methods of displaying the JSNA across England, in particular, the extent to which data is
displayed in an accessible and dynamic format. We’re in the midst of a data revolution
(Kitchin, 2014), in which interlinked technologies, data-driven decision making,
advancements in data production and analytical capacity are transforming human inquiry
and understanding. At the same time, local government has shifted in operation from a
model of New Public Management to New Public Governance with innovative inroads in
digital service delivery being explored. To make sense of the JSNA, it needs to be displayed
intelligibly and in a dynamic way that tells a story (Harding and Kane, 2011). Data
visualisation can be key to the successful assimilation of large amounts of data; “a single
picture can contain a wealth of information, and can be processed much more quickly than a
comparable page of words” (Ward et al., 2010, p.1).
By undertaking a content analysis study on the display of JSNAs by 50 health and wellbeing
boards and presenting 6 subsequent case studies which feature semi-structured interviews
with the teams responsible for data dissemination, a review of current methods of display
can be summarised to explore commonplace trends, best practice examples and instances of
innovation. This research is not tasked with commenting on the quality or suitability of the
data contained by the JSNA, but rather the accessibility and dynamism with which it is
displayed. The results are displayed thematically, highlighting prevalent trends whilst using
individual case exemplars. By utilising a mixed method research design, the display of JSNAs
can be studied with reference to the causal factors behind the current forms of visualisation,
filling a gap in research on data assemblage and display that has been emphasised by
Kitchin (2014) and Gray et al. (2016) Extant public health literature fails to document current
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forms of JSNA display or recognise the development of an enhanced JSNA as occurring
within an emergent paradigm of digital governance and increased utilisation of big data. This
study aims to contribute to the theoretical and empirical literature body that focuses on
digital governance and shifts in local government operation, whilst presenting previously
unexplored empirical data on the current forms of JSNA display. Innovative and dynamic
cases of JSNA display are paragons for the emerging trends in public health data
visualisation as part of a wider cultural shift to digital local government operation. Councils
in England are facing significant cuts to their public health budgets, whilst factors such as
obesity and an aging population place strain on resources (The Guardian, 2017). Innovative
solutions are desperately sought-after as council staff are forced to do ‘more with less’. Here,
an overview is presented of how local government bodies are undertaking a statutory
requirement during times of great change and pressure.
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2. Research questions
Based upon the review of extant literature and the need for the project to have clear and
focused outcomes, the following guiding research questions were developed:
Q1: By what methods are JSNAs and their associated data publicly displayed in England?
This first question seeks to review the areas and spaces in which the JSNA is hosted and the
formats by which JSNAs are displayed. This research question is broad in scope and aims to
develop a wide-angle perspective on the trends, commonalities and notable exceptions.
Q2: What evidence exists for a shift to accessible and dynamic display of data through the
emerging paradigm of digital governance?
This research question draws on the calls for moving beyond static displays of JSNAs to
understand the extent of adoption of dynamic, interactive, coherent displays that seek to
engage the reader. It is understood through recognising a paradigm shift to New Public
Governance and digitalisation of local government service delivery.
Q3: What are the identifiable contributing and limiting factors that influence methods of
JSNA display in England?
This final question seeks to understand the influences and choices involved in current forms
of display and visualisation, as well as the factors that are seen to limit or progress
development of JSNA display. It will primarily draw on data gained through the study of
individual cases.
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3. Research Context

3.1 The Joint Strategic Needs Assessment
There have been repeated attempts to integrate aspects of care provision through the NHS
and Local Authorities over many years, albeit often with little success (Coleman et al.
2014).The Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA) has formed the cornerstone of this effort
in recent years in a bid to “solve ‘wicked problems’ through a joined up local approach.”
(South et al., 2014, p. 12). First introduced in the Local Government and Public Involvement in
Health Act 2007, but formalised in its current form with the introduction of the Health and
Social Care Act 2012, it is a statutory requirement for every Health and Wellbeing Board
(HWB) in England to produce an assessment of current and future health needs in relation to
their geographic area of responsibility. Based on a set of core indicators, the JSNA forms the
basis for evidenced-based holistic commissioning within a determined geographic area.
Health and Wellbeing Boards combine elected councillors; key figures in local authority
social care provision; representatives of relevant Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCG); the
general public, and any relevant organisation in the public, private or third sectors, in an
effort to develop an overarching framework for all agencies to work from. Statutory
responsibility for the production of a JSNA was moved to the HWB in 2012 with the
understanding that it would be used to inform a multi-agency Health and Wellbeing
Strategy. Statutory guidance produced by the Department of Health (2013) sought to
develop a JSNA to an enhanced source of information that lays foundation to “… a shared
sense of priorities, built on confidence and trust and supported by a robust evidence base,
[that] can help partners work together and focus in on key issues that really matter locally”
(DoH, 2011, p. 20).
The move to an enhanced JSNA occurred in concurrence with a paradigmatic shift in local
government operations in England. The New Public Management (NPM) model of the
1980’s, which emphasised market principles of competition, efficiency and customer
satisfaction, is being replaced by a model which focuses on participatory and collaborative
ways of working, based upon interdependency and trust (Torfing and Triantafillou, 2013).
Termed New Public Governance (NPG), focus has shifted from a customer focused delivery
through increased competition, to greater cooperation and an emphasis on multiple forms
of accountability (Torfing and Triantafillou, 2013). Some have declared the NPM model as
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dead, as the NPG model embraces digital operation and focuses on reintegration and needsbased holism, as opposed to disaggregation and competition (Dunleavy et al., 2006). The
enhanced JSNA has needs based holism at its core and provides the perfect insight into the
adoption of the digitally focused, New Public Governance model.
Literature on the enhanced JSNA places an emphasis on encouraging a dynamic yet
intelligible form of display for both the JSNA and associated health and wellbeing data.
Harding and Kane (2011) regard this as asking ‘so what?’; moving beyond static JSNA reports
to data that tells a story and provides dynamic, up to date intelligence. The JSNA has such
wide scope that a central concern is the risk of data overload (Ellins and Glasby, 2011), as
data at different geographic levels and depth of insight is pulled together into one central
point of focus. Dynamic reporting looks to display data in an accessible and interesting
format, to move away from the “rather dry and statistics-heavy documents” (The Guardian,
2012) that have previously been produced. Dynamic reporting, however, must feed off
dynamic intelligence. The widely cited report by Gamsu and Abbas (2012) focused on the
transition to ‘enhanced’ JSNAs in Yorkshire and Humber following the introduction of the
Health and Social Care Act. The report finds that JSNAs in Yorkshire and Humber fail to
represent a complete local picture, with community assets in particular failing to be
recognised. In presenting a fuller “picture of place” (The Guardian, 2013), the JSNA needs to
ensure that more qualitative descriptives are captured, an aspect which during the time of
transition, JSNA leads were failing to do (Ellins and Glasby, 2011). Such descriptives include
‘softer issues’ that affect health and wellbeing such as loneliness, isolation and fear of crime
(The Guardian, 2012). Showing data in an accessible manner with clear recommendations
coming out of analysis were recognised as areas for improvement in Wirral Council and
Wirral NHS’s 2013 review of their JSNA; a 2015 review by Kent Health and Wellbeing Board
of their JSNA recommended better inclusion of qualitative data and for further predictive
capacity. Evidently, the issues identified during the time of transition are still prevalent today.

3.2 The Data Revolution
“Data is the new oil” declared Clive Humby in 2006; “We’re in a digital economy where data
is more valuable than ever. It’s the key to the smooth functionality of everything from the
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government to local companies” (Wired Magazine, 2014). The data-centric JSNA has
emerged as part of a paradigmatic shift in the way that businesses, governments, science
and citizens produce, use and share data. The seminal piece that frames this paradigmatic
shift is The Data Revolution by Rob Kitchin (2014). Kitchin neatly draws distinction between
big data, small data, data infrastructures, assemblages and open data. Often, big data is
exhaustive and contains the data of a whole population or sub-set. Small data refers to data
sets that are bound by quantity parameters and are more focused, often containing much
more depth and richness than big data. Public health datasets are often referred to as
containing the characteristics of big data, in particular the variety and velocity of data that is
collected (Ola and Sedig, 2014)

Kitchin (2014, p. 100) makes the point that data is not useful per se, instead it is the way we
use data to describe, explain, predict and prescribe that gives it real value. One way to
elucidate patterns and items of importance from data is through effective visualisation and
visual analytics. Data visualisation takes advantage of the brain’s processing abilities by
utilising the fast acting and efficient visual cortex at the rear of the brain, compared to our
slower cognitive capacity at the front of the brain (Few, 2014). Data visualisations amplify our
senses and help us to understand key trends, comparisons, structures and categories of data
in a quick and informative manner (Gray et al., 2016). To make data readable, we can use
visual methods such as statistical charts and graphs, diagrams and infographics,
spatialisations, maps and animations (Kitchin, 2014).

3.2.1 Dashboards
Dashboards visually describe complex data from multiple sources in a way that can be
understood at a glance. Stephen Few, the leading writer on dashboards and dashboard
design, articulates key features of digital dashboards (2006); visual displays that combine text
and graphics, but with an emphasis on graphics; displaying information to achieve specific
objectives; fitting on a single computer screen; informing with only a glance. Bartlett and
Tkacz (2017) would add to the definition the need for data to be shown in real time (or as
close to as possible) and for dashboards to be interactive. Parallels can be drawn between
the proposed function of JSNAs and dashboards: both offer specific information that is
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designed to be understood with ease by a variety of decision makers. Dashboards have been
slowly adopted by the public sector in recent years, being used for public service delivery
information, city wide monitoring (such as the London and Dublin city dashboards) or for
information about key voting patterns (Bartlett and Tkacz, 2017). Data driven decisions are
now the expected modus operandi by civil servants, and dashboards display metrics in a way
that allows for easy comprehension of key trends and behaviours. This in turn leads to
smarter decisions that facilitate efficient and cost-cutting solutions (Bartlett and Tkacz, 2017).
Dashboards, however, provide a glossy exterior to statistics and do not show the
methodology or privileging of one indicator over another (Mattern, 2015).

3.2.2 Geodemographics
The Joint Strategic Needs Assessment is not only spatially bound, but breaks analysis down
into lower geographic categories, in order to perform intra-district comparisons within the
area of jurisdiction. Geodemographics is “the analysis of … data about people, to investigate
the geographical patterns that structure and are structured by the forms and functions of
settlements” (Harris, 2003, p. 225). In short, geodemographic analysis suggests that by
analysing people according to where they live, a variety of claims can be made about that
person (Abbas et al., 2009). GIS packages such as Esri’s ArcGIS and demographic profiling
software such as Experian’s Mosaic, can simplify a complex geographic reality by linking
variables to reveal patterns, which in turn reveal processes (Harris et al., 2005). Cuts of over
£530m to public health budgets (The Guardian, 2017) mean that interventions need to be
accurately and efficiently targeted. Peterson et al. (2011) explore the benefits of
geodemographic profiling for neighbourhood health targeting in Southwark, London. The
geodemographic system used provided a “rich tapestry of potential factors that at least
hypothetically could explain the emergence of health problems” (Peterson et al., 2001, p.
190).

3.3 Local government and public health data
At the time of writing in 2005, Harris et al. described local government as only just exploring
the role of data-based digital health profiling for public campaigns. Overall local government
engagement with data has been studied by Tom Symons (2016) of the innovation charity,
Nesta. Eight in depth case studies are presented, showing current examples of data-led
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innovation in local government, including using data to better understand citizen needs,
better manage health and social care cases and streamline operational processes. Symons
(2016) concludes that local government are only just starting to understand with the
goldmine of data they hold, with many councils putting great time into fully utilising existing
and future data sets. Literature on public health data visualisation emphasises the tendency
for public health techniques to lag behind other sectors in its adoption of technology (Ola
and Sedig, 2014., Wang and Santhanam, 2015). Yet, there is much hope for the role that data
visualisation and analysis can play in the improved and efficient delivery of healthcare. It has
the capacity to conceptualise data at different levels (Oga and Sedig, 2014) and reveal
historical trends through ‘story-telling’ features found within visual analysis software (Wang
and Santhanam, 2015). Tools are being developed at a fast rate, and many allow local
governments to better engage with open data, however, the technical capabilities needed to
fully operationalise visual analysis are often found to be a cause for limitation (Graves and
Hendler, 2013).
The JSNA serves a range of stakeholders; it is utilised by those within local government,
CCG’s and anyone involved in the delivery of local health and social care services. It is also
used by the public to better understand the challenges facing their neighbourhood. The
Gov2.0 model seeks to redefine the relationship between the public and their local authority
by utilising technological advancements to facilitate a transparent and inclusive democracy,
allowing services to be offered in new ways (Barrance, 2015). Local governments are yet to
widely adopt the Gov2.0 model, however, early adopters are displaying promising examples;
developing one single data repository, being transparent in how data is collected and
inviting dialogues and feedback on developments (Barrance, 2015). An accessible and
interactive JSNA is part of the shift to Gov2.0, as local government opens up data in a
transparent and accessible way for use by a variety of stakeholders. Shneiderman et al.
(2013) develop the concept of Health 2.0, which refers to web-based, participatory and
mobile health informatics. Health 2.0 adopts the principles and capabilities of Web 2.0 and
Gov 2.0, encouraging health practitioners to use data visualisations to become more
predictive, personalised, pre-emptive and participatory.
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3.4 Considerations for research
This research is situated against a backdrop of rapidly changing models of data use, display
and systems of local governance. Kitchin (2014, p.188) emphasises the poor focus within
extant literature on data assemblages, with attention instead going to the generation of
data. Kitchin recommends genealogies, ethnographies and critical readings of tests by the
assemblage’s author to better understand the processes behind data assemblages. Tom
Symons and Nesta continue to develop their Datavores of Local Government project to
document the fast moving developments in local governance data use. Gray et al. (2016) not
only strongly encourage further research on data visualisation, but develop a heuristic
framework for the areas that should be taken into account when researching data
visualisations. Gray et al. (2016) are explicit in suggesting that content analysis followed by
interviews are a solid way to understand data assemblages and methods of data
visualisation.
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4. Methodology

4.1 Research approach
This research process was initiated by a conversation with a practitioner about the changing
display of JSNA data within their own local authority and the challenges thereof. John
Dewey’s first stage in pragmatic inquiry “recognising a situation as problematic” (Morgan,
2014, p. 3) was realised in this situation as the researcher consequently sought to investigate
the display of JSNA data “with the purpose of creating knowledge for a controlled change of
this part of the reality” (Goldkuhl, 2012, p. 7). Pragmatism is not a research methodology,
rather it is a doctrine of understanding that connects beliefs to actions through experience
and surpasses the traditional dichotomous notion of understanding the world through either
objectivist or subjectivist perspectives. In employing a pragmatic perspective, the researcher
is given the option to develop lines of inquiry which lead to a fuller understanding and
eventual resolution of the problematic situation, rather than be bound by philosophical and
methodological design constraints. Consequently, this research aims to not only objectively
assess current methods of JSNA display, but develop a subjectively informed narrative that
gives reason to the methods of display in select cases.
Gorard (2010) advocates research designs which make the best use of multiple methods and,
if needs be, that cross the schism of quantitative / qualitative research. Yet, Gorard (2010) is
also clear that mixed methods research is not a design frame, rather two design frames that
offer different empirical qualities, brought together to provide a synergy that allow for depth
of understanding. In order to understand the widespread trends in JSNA data display, a
survey design which utilised the content analysis method was employed to formulate a
quantitative understanding in order to answer research question 1. Individual cases were
selected for a multiple case study design, from which key stakeholders were interviewed to
garner qualitative data that responded to research questions 2 and 3. Rhetorical logic is the
reason for combining research designs (Mason, 2006) as an illustration of a bigger picture is
developed and gives breadth and depth of findings. The quantitative data allows for
generalisations to be made about the current state of play for JSNA display, whilst the
multiple case study approach gives rich data providing knowledge that cannot be
understood from the quantitative approach alone (Bryman, 1988). Both designs are
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inductive, yet are implicated with different epistemologies that elucidate understandings
from different levels of the same object of study; therefore this is not triangulation through
mixed design, simply depth of understanding being gained through multiple designs and
methods.

4.2 Survey design and analysis
A survey approach to research is to describe a population and to “count and describe ‘what
is out there’” (Sapsford, 2007, p. 3). Due to its standardised approach to data collection and
capability for large data samples to be drawn, the survey approach is often employed to give
a whole picture of a phenomenon under study. Research question 1 seeks to understand the
sector wide approach to JSNA display, therefore the survey approach is a suitable way to
gain generalizable data. The method employed to carry out the survey was web content
analysis. Content analysis is “a research technique for the objective, systematic and
quantitative description of the manifest content of communication” (Berelson, 1952, p. 18). A
technique that can be used to code content such as text, images and symbols allows for
patterns to be identified and described. McMillan (2000), develops five steps for traditional
content analysis (Herring, 2009):
1) The researcher formulates a research question or hypotheses
2) The researcher selects a sample
3) Categories are defined for coding
4) Coders are trained, code the content, and the reliability of their coding is checked
5) The data collected during the coding process is analysed and interpreted.
For web content analysis, the process is the same, albeit more challenging as complex
features found within mixed multimedia forms are not only hard to refine into discrete
categories, but are ever changing and updated, as documented by McMillan (2000). As only
the primary researcher undertook the coding, issues around interrater reliability are not
relevant.
The JSNA is a statutory requirement for the 152 upper tier local authorities in England, as
part of their role on the health and wellbeing board. Analysing the display of 152 online
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JSNAs was beyond the timeframe of this study. Consequently, a systematic, random sample
of 50 JSNAs was chosen by selecting every third local authority after filtering to view all
English Non-unitary counties, London Boroughs and Unitary authorities in England, as
displayed by LGiU (2017). By selecting 50 cases, a third of all local authorities were covered, a
sample that has been deemed large enough to generalise for all local authorities in previous
studies (Barrance, 2015). The name of the authority followed by “Joint Strategic Needs
Assessment” was then put into a search engine and the JSNA page for the local authority
was accessed. In addition, a manual search of the phrase “Joint Strategic Needs Assessment”
was used to highlight any best practice examples that were found outside of the systematic
sampling frame. 3 of the 6 in depth cases (discussed in section 4.3) were randomly selected
within the survey. The results from the survey and the case studies are presented separately,
the 3 cases not included in the survey are excluded to not influence the random sample.
Appendix 1 shows the coding manual that was used to code the 50 sampled JSNA displays.
Initial categories of interest were added to the coding manual, based upon the findings of
the literature review in section 3.1. Using a grounded theory approach, in which new
categories are added as they are realised in a form of open coding, the coding manual grew
to encompass a comprehensive framework of all aspects of display that are visible. By using
open coding as developed by Strauss and Corbin (1998, p. 62), the pitfalls of overlapping
codes that are not discrete was avoided, and all exhaustive categories were developed, as
suggested by Bryman (2016, p. 298). Despite the efforts to accurately code the JSNA displays,
the varying levels of depths and heterogeneity of data display on the web means that the
replicability of the study will always be limited by the interpretation of the coder, however
clear the rules and manual are (Kim and Kuljs, 2010). The survey results used throughout in
sections 5 and 6 were filtered and analysed using SPSS to display frequencies and key
findings.
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4.3 Multiple case study design and interviews and coding analysis
As the survey approach gives an ‘across the sector’ understanding of the JSNA display, the
multiple case study approach gives depth of understanding to the way that 6 local
authorities display their JSNA data. The case study is a holistic form of enquiry that provides
an analytical frame with which to study an individual subject, person, organisation etc.
(Thomas, 2015). Finely focused, it allows the researcher to build up a qualitative and
subjective, three-dimensional picture of the subject and organisation under study (Thomas,
2015). The multiple case-study approach looks to allow the researcher to compare and
contrast the ‘rich picture’ gained across individual cases, looking at the actions of individuals
against the backdrop of similar cases (Stake, 2013). In short, the multiple case study
approach to research allows for depth of understanding whilst situating the findings of the
study within a broader bed of evidence.
Case
Number

Local Authority

JSNA

Name and role of
interviewee(s)

1

Surrey County
Council

surreyi.gov.uk/jsna

Surrey-I Coordinator

2

Tri-borough of
Westminster,
Kensington and
Chelsea and
Hammersmith and
Fulham

jsna.info

Senior Health Intelligence
Analyst

3

Central
Bedfordshire
Council

jsna.centralbedfordshire.gov.uk

JSNA Programme Manager

4

Norfolk County
Council

norfolkinsight.org.uk/jsna

Advanced Public Health
Information Officer and,
Information Management
Team member

5

Trafford Council

infotrafford.org.uk/jsna

Data Innovation Specialist
and Public Health Consultant

6

Stockport Council

stockportjsna.org.uk

Public Health Intelligence
and Early Intervention and
Prevention Lead

Table 1 – Details of cases and interviewees

Following the survey, a non-random purposive sample of extreme cases was taken and the
identified local authorities were invited for interview. In some cases, Public Health
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intelligence officers / data analysts were contacted directly, in others the general public
enquiry form was used to gain contact. The extreme cases were perceived to display a high
level of dynamism and contain features that were identified in literature as symptomatic of
an enhanced and digitally adept JSNA. Six local authorities agreed to take part in the
research, a positive response rate of 46%. Saunders et al. (2016) recognise a sample size of 5
cases or above as sufficient for an in depth, non-random study (p.297). Table 1 outlines the 6
cases.

Semi-structured telephone interviews, based on the questions shown in appendix 2, were
carried out with respondents from the 6 local authorities. The respondents were either
responsible for, or played a significant part in the way JSNA data is displayed by their local
authority and had access to the questions prior to interview. The interviews lasted ~30 mins
in length and were designed to delve into the processes behind the current methods of
display. Question 5 was tailored to each local authority and picked out features for
discussion that were identified as unique to that JSNA. Often, an answer to a question would
lead into a new line of questioning, in particular, following an answer that referred to an
element of tacit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is “knowledge that is bound up in the activity
and effort that produced it” (Sternberg and Horvath, 1999, p. ix). Often intangible, semistructured interviews are useful for identifying areas of tacit knowledge that rely on
intellectual capital, which could not be identified by other methods of research but are
fundamental to understanding the processes behind JSNA data display.
With the consent of the interviewees (see appendix 3), the interviews were recorded and
then later transcribed. Etic codes were then assigned by the researcher, to begin the process
of interpretative phenomenological analysis; a process by which the transcripts are read
through and initial themes and subsequent codes are designated by the researcher (Smith
and Osborne, 2008). Using the grounded theory approach to coding, as described by Strauss
and Corbin (1997), discrete categories were abductively developed and refined, thematically
categorise the data. By doing so, emergent themes that were not anticipated could be noted
and brought forward for discussion. The coding table developed (appendix 4) categorised
thematic category (X axis) and interview / line number (Y axis). The final tabulated document
ensured that all themes were observed and provided a quick point of reference for use in
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analysis. Themes that emerged for discussion were justified based upon the prevalence of
occurrence, the fit with extant literature on the topic and their importance in answering the
observed research questions. The results of the multiple case study research are reported
thematically, drawing comparisons between cases and create areas for discussion in relation
to relevant theories. The researcher ensured that the results presented were not taken out of
the narrative and context in which they were said, a common concern with using a coding
approach for qualitative data analysis (Bryman, 2016, p. 583). When a case is used as an
example of an emergent theme, the context surrounding the case is given.

4.4 Ethical and positionality considerations
The research process complied with the University of Birmingham’s Code of Ethics and was
informed by the ESRC’s six guiding principles for ethical research. Appendix 3 shows the
consent form for interview respondents. Crucially, it outlines the voluntary nature of the
study and the right for any data to be removed from the study, in particular prior to
publication. The researcher is confident that all interviews took place with the informed
consent of the participants.
Silverman (2001) stresses that all research is contaminated and led by the values of the
researcher. In response to this, the author entered the research process with a reflective
approach that stressed lay knowledge in the area of public health; therefore, the analysis of
JSNA display does not comment on the quality or suitability of the data per se for its
intended purpose, simply its presentation. The results of the survey as a whole are
anonymised, to avoid the unwarranted ‘ranking’ of local authority performance in relation to
JSNA data display. All content analysed in the survey is publicly available online.

5. Research results – contemporary views

5.1 Sites of display
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In order to give a contextual underpinning to the study, it is important to understand who
holds responsibility for the production of the JSNA, the location at which is hosted and the
last date of a chapter refresh. Section 116 of the Local Government and Public Involvement
in Health Act 2007 states that it is the responsibility of the local authority to publish each
assessment of relevant need in relation to its area and the responsibility of the local authority
and each of its partner clinical commissioning groups (amended from PCT’s in HSCA 2012) to
develop the JSNA. Data gained from the interviews with the person responsible for the
display of the JSNA from the 6 cases demonstrated the level of collaboration within local
authorities in developing the JSNA. Following the merger of Public Health with upper tier
local authorities in 2012, public health teams are under the same roof as intelligence, insight,
information and GIS teams. For all 6 of the cases public health teams were responsible for
the development of individual chapters and gathering the underlying data. Four of the cases
made explicit reference to a split in the development of the chapters by the public health
team and the display of the data by an information/innovation/IT team. For cases 2 and 3,
the public health teams were solely responsible for the display of the JSNA.
Domain

Frequency

Percent

Central LA website

23

46

LA intelligence / statistics hub

16

32

Separate JSNA website

9

18

LA satellite site

2

4

Total

50

100

Table 2 – Survey results for JSNA host location.

Table 2 presents the results from the survey of 50 JSNAs with regard to their online location.
46% of cases are hosted on the central LA website, whilst 32% are hosted on an LA
intelligence / statistics hub. Surrey-I (case 1) is such an example, where a variety of LA
intelligence and data is hosted on the hub, with the JSNA presented as a sub-section of the
hub. 18% of JSNAs had a dedicated website, such as with Stockport Council (case 6), who use
the domain www.stockportjsna.org.uk to host the assessment. 4% of JSNAs presented the
data on a LA satellite site. Of the 3 case studies not included in the random sample drawn for
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the survey of 50 JSNAs, 1 was hosted on its own domain and 2 were included as part of the
LA intelligence hub.
Last Updated (years)

Frequency

Percent

≥4

1

2

3

10

20

2

22

44

≤1

17

34

Total

50

100

Table 3 – Survey results for last update / refresh of JSNA chapters

Within the survey, the date of the latest refreshed chapter was taken. Many LAs update their
JSNAs on a rolling basis, so an overall date for the whole JSNA could not be reliably
ascertained. Table 3 shows that 44% of JSNAs observed, last refreshed a chapter less than 2
years ago, whilst 34% had last refreshed a chapter within a year. Of the 3 cases not included
in the random sample, all 3 had updated chapters of their JSNA within 1 year of the study.

5.2 The ubiquitous PDF
Government guidance on the JSNA is clear that whilst a statutory requirement, the precise
structure and content of the JSNA is to be decided by the HWB and the responsible local
authority. Consequently, the structure and design of JSNAs varies greatly.
Online text only
12%

Online text,
followed by
PDF display
36%

All in one PDF
6%

Displayed in
PDF by chapter
46%

Figure 1 – Breakdown of JSNA display by PDF / Online. Sample size: 50

The modal method of JSNA display is the breakdown of JSNA chapters into individual PDFs,
with 46% of the randomly sampled JSNAs structured in this way (figure 1). 36% of the sample
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displayed some online text for each chapter (with a PDF provided) and often displayed
further levels of depth. 6% of the sample present the JSNA in one PDF document, containing
all chapters. Of the 3 case studies not drawn in the random sample, 1 JSNA was displayed
online with accompanying PDF documents and 2 displayed the JSNA by online chapter only.
A historic justification for the dominance of the PDF in JSNA display was given by XX of
Stockport Council, who explained that when the statutory duty to produce a JSNA first came
in 2007, the PDF display was seen as the best way to produce the document in a timely
manner given the resources available, so as to meet the statutory obligation.
Last Updated (years)

All in one
PDF

PDF by
chapter

Online text
only

0

Online text,
followed by
PDF display
0

≥4

0

3

1

7

1

1

2

2

9

9

2

≤1

0

7

8

2

Total

3

23

18

6

1

Table 4 – Cross tabulation: date of update and form of display.

When seen together (table 4), it can be observed that the PDF remains a popular method of
display, with 32% of JSNAs that display chapters solely by PDF having been refreshed within
2 years. The practitioners responsible for the JSNAs for the 6 case studies cited reasons for
the ubiquity of PDFs: they are seen as a reliable and known format that allows for great
depth of information to be shown in one place. Despite their prevalence, JSNA display by
PDF was characterised by interviewees as being too cumbersome and hard to navigate, as
the depth of analysis means headline statements are drowned out and the documents
extend to a length that discourages readers. The data is locked into the PDF, meaning
amendments to data sets and findings are a lengthy process and the core data is not able to
be easily extracted by users.

5.3 Depths of data display
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Emerging prominently from the coding of the 6 interview transcripts was the tendency to
display JSNA data at varying levels of depth. The sections of JSNA can be broken down and
categorised as ‘headline figures’, ‘summaries’ and ‘deep dives’. Headline figures are seen to
provide a snapshot summary for the particular topic and described as facilitating “the
elevator conversation, a quick fact that people can have to hand when talking about
Stockport” XX, Stockport Council. All 6 cases referred to the headline details as being the
information level that the wider user-base utilise the most, in order to get a feel for the
trends within the topic. Internally, headline data was cited as being useful for inclusion in
presentations and funding bids for setting the context.
Headline figures are followed by descriptions and data that provide an overview summary of
the chapter topic. The summary provides an explanation for the trends that are set out in the
headline data displays. Often included within the executive summary section, this level of
depth gives the essential information for understanding the causes of trends and subsequent
outcomes. Commissioners were cited as being ‘time poor’ and as such a well-informed but
concise summary is required.
‘Deep dives’ are the level of data display at which a complete overview of the subject matter
is given. Often as deep as a full health needs assessment, this level provides the intelligence
required by stakeholders such as GP’s, Councillors, service delivery partners or third sector
organisations that operate within the topic area.
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Figure 2 – Norfolk Insight JSNA display. Layers of data on deprivation.

Norfolk County Council display the JSNA on Norfolk Insight, a county-wide information
system. Figure 2 shows the JSNA chapter for the topic of deprivation. The latest headline
facts are displayed, showing 10.2% of Norfolk’s population experience fuel poverty, amongst
other insights. Below the key facts is a short summary, giving further and place-specific
detail. Resources displayed at the bottom include an in-depth briefing of the topic (but still
no more than 6 pages in length), prepared by the Public Health team, as well as broader
contextual data. “People wanted to find the information in layers if you like, sometimes
they’re writing a document and they want to know how many babies were born, but other
times they do want the rich detail, so we’ve tried to structure it to give those waves of
information”. XX, Norfolk County Council.
Of the 50 JSNAs surveyed, 42% contained 2 levels of data depth, while 32% gave 3 or more
levels of data depth, as do Norfolk County Council, shown in figure 2. Whilst all interviewees
concluded that the headline figures were the most valued and frequently used, the need for
more in depth analysis was strongly shown, in particular with regard to informing well
thought through commissioning decisions.
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5.4 Presenting an overview…
Literature in section 3 (Kitchin, 2014., Gray et al., 2016) gives an emboldened case for further
engagement with visual representations of data in order to provide an overview of key JSNA
themes and findings. Visual representations of data allow for fast understanding of complex
patterns and trends, and are accessible to a wider audience than unprocessed data.
Dashboards, infographics and GIS outputs are all used to give an intelligible display to
complex data within the 6 case study JSNAs.

Figure 3 – Info Trafford JSNA Dashboard

“People react to certain things in different ways, and some people like seeing the
information in a dashboard way which is nicely compartmentalised. It’s nice and visual, it’s
very immediate and it gives you some information straight away but allows you to go into it
further if you wish.” XX, Trafford Council. The Trafford JSNA display dashboard in figure 3
displays key data about key public health concerns within Trafford. It allows for immediate
understanding of important trends, whilst also acting as an FAQ section and consequently
reducing the need for public enquiries regarding basic facts about Trafford. The dashboard is
linked to other forms of data display; deprivation statistics can be viewed as a choropleth
map within Info Trafford.
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Figure 4- Surrey-i Surrey Snapshot on Children’s Health and Wellbeing

Effective infographics allow viewers to critically engage with a particular subject or data set
both in terms of individual measurements and broader patterns that occur (Otten et al.,
2015). Surrey Snapshots are one-page infographics that visually represent data on topics
such as crime, employment, the local economy and housing. The health and wellbeing
graphic in figure 4 shows key statistics pertaining to children’s health and wellbeing. The
dataset behind each graphic is available as a ‘click-through’ option. “Some people engage
with data, but we wanted to engage with a wider audience who needed the information to
be a bit simpler, so ‘snapshots’ were created to give the headline figures for the people who
didn’t have the time or the mindset to delve into the data”. XX– Surrey County Council.
Infographic displays and intelligible overviews were noted to be popular among a variety of
stakeholders; children’s health infographics developed by Stockport Council are utilised by
the Councils Director of Education in explaining children’s health and wellbeing to
headteachers and new teachers in Stockport. Such stakeholders are not a traditional JSNA
audience, explains XX, but slide packs of tailored findings allow for a rapid comprehension of
the topic area.
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Figure 5 – Central Bedfordshire Insight tool showing choropleth map of adult obesity.

Geodemographic displays allow for targeted health campaigns and an understanding of
health phenomena at multiple geographic levels. Central Bedfordshire utilise OCSI’s Local
Insight tool, a Geographic Information System specifically tailored to place based insights.
Figure 5 shows the tool displaying levels of adult obesity in Central Bedfordshire.
“What takes a paragraph to write up, you can have one screenshot and you can see the area
of red and whether it’s an area of deprivation etc. The map does show an immediate
snapshot of any issues that are raised and we’re already seeing it in lots of strategies that are
being written across our local health and social care system”. XX Central Bedfordshire.

5.5 Presenting a story
With the focus on outcomes that the 2012 incarnation of the JSNA emphasises (Department
of Health, 2013), a chronological approach to assessing needs that demonstrates ‘before and
after’ comes to the fore. Interviewees discussed the shift to presenting a story of the local
health needs though JSNA data.
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Figure 6 – Tri-borough Age Well Highlight Report

Using ArcGIS’s Story Map feature, XX of the Tri-borough Partnership has presented
information in a way that shows the contextual background and recommendations on the
left hand side of the screen, whilst allowing for interactive analysis of trends on the right. The
JSNA is structured to take the reader through the key sections by demographic and theme in
a way that presents findings in a logical pattern. Figure 6 shows the highlight report for
Kensington and Chelsea, focusing on an older demographic. The general story is presented
on the left, with individual interactive graphics being presented on the right, in this instance,
showing provision of unpaid care amongst the age 65+ demographic. By using ArcGIS, XX
and his team can use iframes to embed web pages as well as incorporate custom
dashboards and graphics using programmes such as Tableau and MS Power BI. Presented
alongside a ‘deep dive’, JSNA Online, shown in figure 6, presents intelligible data in a
contextual summary.
Ellins and Glasby (2011) concluded that the JSNAs featured in their study lacked the level of
qualitative data that contributed to the fuller understanding of place and the story of the
health needs that cannot always be best expressed in statistical and quantitative terms.
Question 7 in appendix 2 aims to understand contemporary approaches to qualitative data
within the JSNA. 5 of the 6 interviews allowed time for this question to be raised, with all 5
local authorities citing an awareness of the importance of qualitative data. All 5 indeed
engage qualitative data, often through the local Healthwatch group, in an effort to better
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understand the health needs and plug gaps in service provision. Both Norfolk County
Council and Central Bedfordshire Council provide sections in briefing papers for qualitative
data to come through and add rich detail to the findings. In 2015 Stockport Council
commissioned Healthwatch Stockport to undertake a public engagement exercise to
understand public perspectives of how an ideal health care system would look and operate,
with the results to be fed into the JSNA. Postcards posing the question were sent to 5500
respondents, resulting in 224 responses. The report outlines the key findings of the
qualitative engagement exercise and the proposed areas of improvement for inclusion in the
JSNA. A marked improvement can be seen upon the findings reported by Ellins and Glasby
(2011). However, concerns were raised about the suitability of individual statements in an
assessment that is supposed to be generalisable for a specific geographic area.

5.6 Horses for courses – catering to multiple publics
Whilst primarily forming the evidential underpinning of the Joint Health and Wellbeing
Strategy, the JSNA is responsible for informing a wide spectrum of stakeholders. The
evidence presented above in section 5 gives merit to the notion that the JSNA is outlined in
multiple levels of depth and representations so as to speak to the differing needs of multiple
publics. For policy-makers, deep dives present detail that can be confidently used to inform
policy and strategies. Briefing papers and high-level summaries give the time-poor
practitioner an immediate overview of the reasoning behind key trends and subsequent
effects. For lay readers, the visual overview found in infographics give easy access to complex
trends in an intelligible form, allowing the reader to make sense of the discourse (Ola, O. and
Sedig, K., 2014). Information contained on one page in ‘bitesize’ format is easy to share
amongst colleagues and the public, whilst ‘click-through’ links in infographics give the
technical reader access to the datasets behind the graphic. Dashboards present a whole
JSNA overview, showing key trends and figures in real time, allowing viewers to understand a
breadth of trends about an area in a succinct manner. Presenting chapters in a ‘story-telling’
fashion, where readers progress through the JSNA to reveal insights and trends in a logical
fashion give an easy to follow narrative that sets data in context; useful for practitioners that
are new to the area and non-technical readers alike. With 32% of JSNAs studied containing
three or more levels of analysis (headline figures, summary and deep dives), the need for
multiple levels of depth and access is recognised by some local authorities. All interviewees
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discussed the importance of multiple depths of data in their JSNA, with many stressing the
need for visual representations that open up the data to an audience that is not familiar with
large and complex healthcare narratives.

6. Research analysis - a paradigm shift?
6.1 A new way of thinking and seeing
“I think we’ve moved on ... I don’t think people use PDFs anymore, they’re old, have too
much narrative in, and as with all LAs, we’re leaner than we used to be, we don’t have the
time to write all the documents anymore and I think people are used to looking at things
differently. It’s all about computing it quickly, infographics, maps, its more visual...” XX

Trafford Council. The cases presented in section 5 above serve as exemplars of a shifting
paradigm in local government data use and display, seen through the development of the
Joint Strategic Needs Assessment. The 6 cases presented reveal many similar and different
manifestations of a shifting paradigm in data, in both JSNA display and local government
data display as a whole. Technological advancements, greater usability of data management
and display systems and inter-sector trends in interactive and dynamic reporting are seen to
be adopted as part of a paradigm shift. Organisational factors such as administrative
restructuring, financial pressures and human capital were all exposed as factors that were
influential to the adoption of emerging trends and ways of displaying the JSNA. In this
section (6), the case for a paradigm shift is made, drawing on evidence garnered from both
the survey of JSNAs and the study of the 6 local authority cases.

6.2 A trend for brevity through visual representation

Concerns exist in both literature (Ellins and Glasby, 2011., South et al., 2014) and from the 6
case study local authorities, around the quantity of information that a comprehensive JSNA
should include. From ensuring that information can be found within ‘3 clicks’ (Tri-borough),
to limiting briefing papers to no more than 6 pages (Norfolk County Council), presenting
information in concise and manageable formats was a point of focus for all 6 case studies.
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Whilst the layering of information discussed in section 5.3 goes some way to alleviate
‘information overload’, the practitioners interviewed applied brevity of information to the
whole JSNA. Surrey County Council utilised data visualisation software Tableau in an effort to
make unwieldy data sets intelligible.

Figure 7 – Surrey-I Tableau display of Seasonal Pattern of Deaths, within End of Life Care.

Within ‘end of life care’/ ‘seasonal patterns to death rates’ (figure 7) contain four variables:
date (x axis), number of deaths (y axis), place of death (colour differentiation) and cause of
death (drop down box). When highlighted with the cursor, each peak or trough gives specific
variable information. Surrey County Council have captured a breadth of information in a
concise way which allows the reader to explore that data, with a summary sentence at the
top of the diagram to give a feel for the overall trend. Alongside a more in-depth yet concise
textual summary, the Tableau graphic engages readers whilst showing data that in the 2011
JSNA for Surrey, was displayed in over 10 static graphs.
Shneiderman et al.’s (2013) development of the Health 2.0 paradigm places emphasis on the
power of visual analytics to display vast and complex data sets by Public Health teams in a
concise and elucidatory manner. Speculative cause and effect relationships can best be
understood by interactive data visualisation; as demonstrated by Surrey County Council in
figure 7.
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6.3 Frequency of data updates
A criticism raised by interviewees of the PDF format, that is still used to exclusively display
the JSNA in 52% of cases studied (figure 1), is the fixed format which makes data updates
and minor changes impossible to do without releasing a new version of the PDF JSNA. For
XX of the Tri-borough Partnership, the ease of updating an online display was a significant
factor in developing online-only JSNA display. As a Public Health practitioner, XX would
receive requests to update areas of the JSNA, but in doing so would need to release an
entirely new version. This is especially the case when monitoring data for 3 boroughs, where
it is useful to display data on a borough by borough case and relatively straightforward to
update specific sections at different times. XX of Central Bedfordshire also lamented the
short life span of static PDFs. Central Bedfordshire’s Local Insight GIS tool has access to over
600 data sets, which are updated by the central software provider following data releases. In
subscribing to this service XX and his team are relieved of the burden of updating the tool
with the latest datasets and can be confident that their analysis is drawn from the latest
source.
The JSNA is to be seen as a live and ongoing process (Ellins and Glasby, 2011, Harding and
Kane, 2011), with new data releases occurring on a regular basis and Public Health teams
subsequently responding by updating the JSNA. Formats which are easy to update, such as
an online display of data which is easy to access, reduce the burden on practitioners in
maintaining the relevance of JSNA chapters. An up to date JSNA provides stakeholders with
the most accurate data on which to base their commissioning and organisational decisions.
For the interviewees from 4 of the 6 case studies, an online display is seen to reduce
workload in comparison to editing and uploading complex and wieldy PDF chapters.

6.4 Dynamic reporting
In the shift to an enhanced JSNA in 2012, Harding and Kane (2011) lay out 6 key criteria for
an effective enhanced JSNA. Criterion 1 – “Providing quality insight into health and wellbeing
of local communities” seeks to progress from stand-alone reports to provide dynamic
intelligence to decision makers. Dynamic reporting provides insights that the reader did not
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deductively seek to find out, instead it inductively processes the data to reveal novel trends.
It is about “helping audiences to interpret the ‘‘so what’’ factor behind raw data” (Harding
and Kane, 2011, p. 39). Whilst hard to measure with a lay eye, strong evidence exists of the 6
case study local authorities undertaking (to various extents), dynamic intelligence and
reporting.

Figure 8 – Info Trafford JSNA Explorer

The Explorer seen in figure 8 was developed by Trafford Innovation Lab. It contains all
chapter and sub chapter headings for the JSNA and shows the overall JSNA structure, with
each node allowing click-through access to the full analysis for that chapter. The motive for
developing the interactive Explorer tool was to show that JSNA topics cannot be tackled in
isolation and that public health concerns are often heavily interlinked. Along with the
dashboard (figure 3) and individual topic pages, XX and XX of Trafford Council were keen to
bring the concept of an interlinked Web 2.0 into the JSNA through a visual breakdown of
topics that are related through central themes. The Explorer nodes can be dragged around,
creating an engaging tool that feels semi-responsive to the user. “It was about harnessing
the whole concept of the web, that things are linked, and as XX said, the aspects are not in
isolation, they are all linked together in various ways and you can visualise that aspect
through the web far better than you can in just a static document.” XX, Trafford Council. The
JSNA Explorer provides a dynamic overview of linked sections, as well as showing the extent
of the JSNA in a form of ‘site map’.
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The dynamic display not only shows linkage between chapters and the breadth of the JSNA,
but allows new insights to be made by stakeholders. The concept of the ‘prosumer’, not just
consumers of data but those who interact with the data to co-creatively produce new
insights (Williamson, 2016), is the emerging stakeholder that public health practitioners are
beginning to design for. Software such as Tableau, Microsoft Power BI, Instant Atlas and
Esri’s online services allow users to ‘play’ with data in a variety of visual representations.
Williamson (2016) suggests the ‘prosumer’ model of data engagement redesigns the
boundaries of data democracy, where local authorities privilege citizens with the access
rights to data and encourage them to play an active role in generating new insights. XX of
the Tri-borough partnership sees great potential in allowing users of the online JSNA,
displayed using Esri’s story map feature, to generate new insights. In turn, it is hoped that
not only are ‘prosumers’ cognitively processing and understanding the information in a more
structured and thorough way, but that public health practitioners in the Tri-borough
partnership receive informed questions that are based on real time data.

14%

44%

42%

No interactivity

Some interactivity

Lots of interactivity

Figure 9 - Level of interactivity within 50 sample JSNAs
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Figure 10 – Visualisation programme used by JSNAs

Strong evidence exists of the awareness of the ‘prosumer’ among the 6 case study local
authorities, with a focus on dynamism allowing new insights through enhanced data display.
4 case study local authorities report data in a dynamic and interactive way, whilst the further
2 are beginning the process of reporting dynamically. The case study local authorities were
selected due to their strong evidence of dynamic reporting. Of the 50 JSNAs selected in the
survey, 44% showed no interactivity. 21 (42%) were reported to use no visualisation software
(figure 9), 12 (24%) used Instant Atlas and 4 (8%) used Tableau to display data (figure 10).

6.5 Open data
Open data is a significant constituent part of Kitchin’s (2014) ‘data revolution’ concept, and a
cornerstone of the Web 2.0 / Gov 2.0 movement (Barrance, 2015). The Local Government
Transparency Code (2015) developed by DCLG sets out the minimum standards of data
publication that local governments are expected to adhere to. The Code is explicit in
recognising the demand from the public for certain types of data, namely: how money is
spent; use of key assets; how decisions are made and any other issues that are deemed
important by local people. Public health data would rarely fall into this category, yet many
local authorities have gone beyond the Code to embed open data as a cross-departmental
imperative (Symons, 2016).
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Figure 11 – JSNA Survey Open Data results

Availability of JSNA data beyond the visual display is mixed; 25 of the 50 JSNAs surveyed
displayed a data source and provided a ‘click-through’ link, 12 presented no source at all
while 11 gave some data as downloadable in a usable format (e.g. CSV). Among the 6 case
study local authorities, the response showed a stronger engagement with open data. All 6
cited an organisational approach to open data that is followed, with some giving machine
readable access to most data sets. Trafford Council set up the Innovation Lab in order to
promote open data and to use it to inform service delivery. “It really is at the very heart of
what we do, and whatever projects that we work on, there’s always some data made
available from that project”. XX, Trafford Council.

6.6 Lean times
Between 2013/14 and 2017/18 local government public health budgets have seen a 5%
reduction in funding in real terms (The King’s Fund, 2017), with an expected £600m
reduction expected by 2020/21. Budgetary concerns were cited by all local authorities
interviewed as an influential factor in current JSNA formats and depth of display. Dynamic
reporting was shown to be an important use of public health budgets; fewer resources are
needed to update online displays and therefore reduce staff workload. By improving the
evidence base, not only are resources more efficiently allocated but the public can see the
areas of work that the local authority are engaging in, thus increasing transparency with little
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extra expenditure. “The limitation with a static view is that it is hard to generate 21 reports
for each ward, or 8 for each neighbourhood, so giving that sub analysis [through Tableau]
will be really helpful”. XX, Stockport Council. Dynamic reporting allows local authorities to do
more with their data with fewer resources.
The cost of purchasing licenses for software is a significant barrier for local authorities. Yet
local authorities are ensuring that dynamic reporting continues; the Tri-borough partnership
made use of a pre-existing Esri licence to develop their online JSNA, Central Bedfordshire
have ringfenced the funding for Local Insight and Stockport are investing in Tableau.
Dynamic reporting is central to digitisation and evidence based policy that the New Public
Governance (Torfing and Triantafillou, 2013) and Digital-era Governance (Dunleavy et al.,
2006) models articulate. Despite significant cuts to budgets, local authorities interviewed can
see the importance of creating a proper evidence base and streamlining processes and
methods of data display. “Probably the biggest challenge is keeping it up to date, as you are
aware we have to do that now with fewer resources as public-sector funding is under
squeeze, so we have to keep it going ourselves. But, it’s now even more important that
decisions are produced on the evidence in Surrey-I.” XX Surrey County Council

6.7 Human Capital
Separate to, but restrained by financial reductions, human capital is fundamental to the
development and maintenance of a dynamic JSNA. Tacit knowledge, that is bound up in the
production of the JSNA (Sternberg and Horvath, 1999) is lost when staff move departments
or leave the local authority. The intellectual capital and individual skillsets held by staff is
what drives the development of dynamic reporting. “A challenge is that it’s [Tableau] quite a
hard package to use and we’re only just becoming good at using it, so the skills we have and
the skills around are still developing, so there’s been a burden on the few that can use it
well”. XX – Surrey County Council. Training colleagues in using the tools and reporting
effectively was cited by respondents as a barrier to the department-wide use of software and
dynamic reporting procedures. At present, the interview respondents were solely (largely)
responsible for coordinating the dynamic display of JSNA data. Involvement of data and IT
specialists was seen to be key to developing an enhanced JSNA: “In public health we develop
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the content and XX’s team help with the visualisation which is really important, it helps
people get access to the data so it means we don’t need to have the skillset as it’s covered in
XX’s team”. XX Trafford Council. The impact of staff workload and overall capacity is shown in
comparing two cases: Norfolk County Council and Trafford Council. XX, Data Innovation
Specialist at Trafford Council describes his approach to developing dynamic reporting: “It’s
very much experimental, trying things and seeing whether or not they work, and waiting to
see if they are well received, if so we’ll develop them further. So that’s the motive behind us
choosing these types of concepts”. Contrary to this is the pressure felt by XX, Advanced
Public Health Information Officer at Norfolk County Council, to put aside her own wishes of
developing apps and featuring MS Power BI within the JSNA as a result of workload
pressures: “We’re here to provide the information that people need, it’s not about what we
want to do or would like to do it’s about what we need to do to provide the JSNA that
benefits the public… you have to do the right thing in terms of organising your time and
resources”.

6.8 Looking forward
Question 10 of appendix 2 sought to understand the future of JSNA development for the 6
case study local authorities. All 6 aim to continue current dynamic reporting practices, or to
enhance dynamic reporting capacity. Surrey County Council plan to continue using Tableau
to develop interactive JSNA outputs and to complete the JSNA project. Central Bedfordshire
Council plan to continue using Local Insight for the next 4 years that funding is ringfenced,
whilst Trafford Council will continue developing JSNA specific tools now that they have
returned to full staff capacity. The Tri-borough partnership is disbanding in 2018, with the
departure of Hammersmith and Fulham Council from the current arrangement. As the JSNA
can currently be viewed by borough, XX of the Tri-borough partnership, is confident that the
current arrangement for viewing the JSNA will continue, with enhanced data exploration
functions for individual Public Health departments. XX also hopes for users to become
‘prosumers’, where they generate new insights by exploring the data. Norfolk County Council
are keen to develop briefing papers for all JSNA chapters, as well as embedding MS Power BI
and developing JSNA apps for viewing data online. Stockport Council have recently decided
to use Tableau to display JSNA data in a dynamic and interactive format, therefore fully
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embedding this is the next step for Stockport, alongside making GP’s and other nontraditional audiences aware of the JSNA.

7. Research conclusions
In order to draw conclusions from the research, the thematic results in sections 5 and 6 can
be aligned with the research questions as described in section 2:
Q1: “By what methods are JSNAs and their associated data publicly displayed in England?”
All JSNAs studied (by survey and case study) were displayed online, with 50% being
displayed on a stand-alone JSNA website or as part of a separate LA intelligence/statistics
hub (table 2). The JSNA chapters were found to contain time-relevant data; 34% of JSNAs
had been updated within a year of the survey, and 44% had been updated within 2 years
(table 3). The PDF is the dissemination format of choice for just over half of LAs, whilst the
rest make use of the PDF alongside digital data display or display all data in a digital format
(figure 1). Display of data was presented at multiple depths so as to speak to multiple
publics, with the use of visualisation software to present the data in overview and story
formats.

Q2: “What evidence exists for a shift to accessible and dynamic display of data through the
emerging paradigm of digital governance?”
Digital governance and the shift from NPM to NPG through interactive and dynamic display
can be observed to an extent in the survey data, as 56% of JSNAs allow some or lots of
interactivity (figure 9) and 58% make use of a data visualisation programme (figure 10).
Among the case studies, the paradigm shift is markedly observed as dynamic reporting that
engages stakeholders is seen as a priority for practitioners. The failure of static PDF display to
meet the needs of multiple stakeholders was recognised, with dynamic reporting through
visualisation software seen as responding to the need for intelligible and accessible data,
whilst digital display allows for data to be updated easily and for stakeholders to actively
engage with and ‘prosume’ data. All 6 case study LAs strongly recognise, and are indeed part
of, a new approach producing and consuming health data, as tools such as Tableau, Local
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Insight and Instant Atlas allow for data to be understood at different geographies and in
conflation with multiple variables. By virtue of the ‘extreme case’ sampling employed, the
case studies represent the clearest examples of a paradigm shift to dynamic reporting. When
viewed in combination with extant literature that encourages dynamic reporting, alongside
well documented shifts to the Gov2.0 model and the pervasiveness of data-centric
governance, the evidence presented in this report is indicative of wider and emerging
engagement with the digital governance paradigm.

Q3: “What are the identifiable contributing and limiting factors that influence methods of
JSNA display in England?”
The practitioners interviewed share the desire of disseminating their JSNA and its data in a
clear and accessible format. The means to do this vary and are impacted upon by several
factors. The most influential factor observed is the human capital held by the local authority.
Individual skill sets and vision for the display of JSNA data shape the proposed and realised
forms of display. Shortages in human capital impact upon the workload of practitioners and
limit the time given to trialling novice ways of data display. Tacit knowledge is lost with
staffing changes and previous practices stopped. The financial restrictions facing local
authorities impacts upon not only staff capacity, but the willingness to invest in software
licences and staff training. Yet, with a stronger than ever need to create an accessible
evidence base, dynamic JSNA reporting is seen to produce timely and informative insights
that assist in the efficient allocation of resources.
This research captures early movements in a changing landscape of JSNA display. Principles
of the Health2.0 and Gov2.0 model that utilise data and effective display for predictive
capabilities (Shneiderman et al., 2013) are being adopted. Practitioners are making use of
emerging software to visualise and understand data in new capacities and recognise the
disadvantages of static and cumbersome PDF displays. Interactive displays that allow
stakeholders to draw new insights from data has given rise to the ‘prosumer’ (Williamson,
2016), as stakeholders who consume the data also generate new questions and patterns of
thought through interacting with the JSNA data. The boundaries in democracy are changing
as local governments seek to form a more collaborative approach and further involve citizens
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in engaging with Public Health outputs. Organisational factors such as budgetary concerns
and human capital heavily impact upon the display of the JSNA. The case studies serve to
show the reliance on time-poor practitioners to act upon their own initiative in developing a
dynamic JSNA. The future of the JSNA looks to be one that is displayed in a dynamic form
that gives data at multiple levels to meet stakeholder’s needs. Evidence based insight is
fundamental in ensuring efficient commissioning of resources; dynamic JSNA display fulfils
the statutory requirement whilst leading the way for the future of the dissemination of Public
Health data and dissemination.

8. Reflection and future research

The JSNA as a site of study was unexplored by the researcher prior to this study, thus
substantial time was needed to understand the purpose, history and current state of the
JSNA and the data displayed. The research process has been an enjoyable one and the
interview respondents must be thanked for their willingness to partake in and contribute to
the research. The survey sample size allows for sector-wide inference to be made, while the
case studies present depth of insight into processes of contemporary and dynamic JSNA
display.
This study covers ground that has not been explored previously and provides breadth and
depth of insight into JSNA display in a timely fashion. It could be improved by gaining a
further understanding of previous JSNAs published by the cases and exploring the historical
changes to display.
The JSNA is not a one-sided process, for without proper comprehension by all stakeholders
it fails the wider objectives of the HWB. Therefore, further research should take place that
seeks to recognise the impact of the JSNA and review impact evaluation methods.
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Appendix 2 – Local authority interview questions (sample)

Interview questions for XX, Central Bedfordshire Council
Thank you for agreeing to take part in this study. The following questions will form the basis
of the interview. The interview should last around 30 minutes. You are free to withdraw from
the process at any point or to choose not to fully answer a question.
Q1: What is your role in relation to the JSNA and the display of its data?
Q2: Would you mind giving a brief overview of the structure of Central Bedfordshire Health
and Wellbeing Board and the role that Central Bedfordshire Council plays?
Q3: Please describe the purpose, challenges and successes of developing the Central
Bedfordshire JSNA website. In addition, the reasoning behind separating it from My Central
Bedfordshire / any other central statistics hub.
Q4: What factors have influenced your decision to develop / refresh the current themes of
the JSNA?
Q5: For each of the following, please describe the motives, challenges and successes in
developing / implementing:
5a. – Local Insight Map
5b. – Local Insight Dashboard
5c. - JSNA Chapters as an online display, as opposed to downloadable PDFs
Q6: “The JSNA contains so much data, we risk overloading people” (adapted from Ellins and
Glasby, 2011). To what extent have Central Bedfordshire Council tried to counteract data
overload?
Q7: What efforts, if any, have been made to capture and display qualitative data in the JSNA?
Q8: To what extent do you feel Central Bedfordhire JSNA website and the JSNA data
displayed is used to inform services (by all sectors) in Bedfordshire?
Q9: Could you please describe your organisational approach to open data?
Q10: How could / will the display of JSNA be further improved by Central Bedfordshire
Council and the Health and Wellbeing Board? Are there any limiting factors?
Q11: Are you aware of any innovative or dynamic cases of JSNA data display that may be
useful for this study?
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Appendix 3 – Interview consent form
Information and Consent form

Appendix 4 – Interview coding results
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END OF REPORT
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